
                      

                                                       Where the city sinks shall determine the fate of our world! 
 
 

 At last, the Age of the Machine Era has arrived! And 
with it comes the Machine War. Infantry Regiment—and Living Automaton—Jarrott 
Watford, leads the charge and builds an army of hybrid soldiers to fight after 
commandeering a whole fleet of airships. He and the other machine people then flee to 
Europe to continue to grow their forces. Joaquin Landcross, son of famous ex-thief, 
Pierce Landcross, answers the call of duty and leaves his island home to enlist in the 
British Army and join his older brother, Kolt, and a number of other soldiers on a 
mission to help destroy the advanced technology that the Machine Army has developed. 
A major battle is about to take place, threatening to destroy England’s capital. At the 
same time, a sinister plan is underway, one that goes far beyond the destruction of a 
mere city.  
 
 



  After a lifetime of adventures, Pierce Landcross and 
his wife, Taisia, have been enjoying their rest and peace in the In-Between. Yet, when the 
couple decides to rejoin the light of the mortal world, something goes terribly wrong. 
Pierce is unexpectedly yanked back to his old life! And not only is he sent back into his 
original body, but he discovers that this resurrection was orchestrated by none other than 
his very own physician, Dr. Duncan Hackett, who has been dubbed the Soul Thief for 
being able to steal spirits from the afterlife. Pierce desperately wants to return to Taisia, 
but there are too many obstacles standing in his way, including a strange mind illness 
invading certain areas of England! With so much happening, Pierce struggles to get by 
one day at a time in the hopes that he and his love will be reunited once again. 

 

 



 It has been 139 years since the machine people 
unleashed their disastrous chemical known as the “Ghost Fire.” Now, the oceans have 
dried up and nearly all manner of water is gone. Earth is dying. Pierce Landcross has 
crossed the eons to come to this barebones world. He is seeking two scientists who are 
heading for the Floating City to learn its secrets so they can destroy it back in their own 
era. The easiest way out of the mountainous ridge known as the Spine of the Atlantic is to 
travel through the Narrows. But the journey is not without its dangers. Earthquakes, 
volcanoes, and cross-bred supernatural beings lie ahead for Pierce as he tries to stop this 
global destruction from ever happening. 

Click here to preview the book in comic book form. WARNING! This material contains 

language, violence, and brief nudity. Enjoy! Other World Comic.  

 

http://www.michellelowe.net/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Other-World-Comic-Strip.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1_5m18stNvd7vs3duZ89qwLGfF3BdX1p-Y8zfe1xZx3uMx6pY_D8-pqDc


 In the fourth and final book, The Age of the Machine-
Ghost Fire, (coming in 2022) Pierce has returned from the future and reunites with his 
sons, Kolt and Joaquin, to bring the Machine City to the bottom of the ocean. The final 
clash has begun, one that will determine the fate of our world. 

 

The Age of the Machine is the second series to steampunk/fantasy, Legacy, and its 
dieselpunk standalone, Boom Time, where you will be reunited with old characters from 
Legacy as well as be introduced to new ones! 

If you would like signed copies from the author and if you live in the US, please visit her 
online Bookshop! Or visit stop by her booth at Gaslight Steampunk Expo!   

 
 

http://www.michellelowe.net/?p=1302
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